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Abstract

Preparations from the leaves of the kratom plant (*Mitragyna speciosa*) are consumed for their opioid-like effects. Several deaths have been associated with kratom used concomitantly with some drugs. Pharmacokinetic interactions are potential underlying mechanisms of these fatalities. Accumulating *in vitro* evidence has demonstrated select kratom alkaloids, including the abundant indole alkaloid mitragynine, as reversible inhibitors of several cytochromes P450 (CYPs). The objective of this work was to refine the mechanistic understanding of potential kratom-drug interactions by considering both reversible and time-dependent CYP inhibition (TDI) in the liver and intestine. Mitragynine was tested against CYP2C9 (diclofenac 4′-hydroxylation), CYP2D6 (dextromethorphan O-demethylation), and CYP3A (midazolam 1′-hydroxylation) activities in human liver microsomes (HLMs) and CYP3A activity in human intestinal microsomes (HIMs). Comparing the absence to presence of NADPH during pre-incubation of mitragynine with HLMs or HIMs, an ~7-fold leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ (~20 to 3 μM) towards CYP3A resulted, prompting determination of TDI parameters (HLMs: $K_i$, 4.1 ± 0.9 μM; $k_{inact}$, 0.068 ± 0.01 min$^{-1}$; HIMs: $K_i$, 4.2 ± 2.5 μM; $k_{inact}$, 0.079 ± 0.02 min$^{-1}$). Mitragynine caused no leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ towards CYP2C9 (~40 μM) and CYP2D6 (~1 μM) but was a strong competitive inhibitor of CYP2D6 ($K_i$, 1.17 ± 0.07 μM). Using a recommended mechanistic static model, mitragynine (2-g kratom dose) was predicted to increase dextromethorphan and midazolam area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) by 1.06 and 5.69-fold, respectively. The predicted midazolam AUC ratio exceeded the recommended cut-off (1.25), which would have been missed if TDI was not considered.
Significance Statement

Kratom, a botanical natural product increasingly consumed for its opioid-like effects, may precipitate potentially serious pharmacokinetic interactions with drugs. The abundant kratom indole alkaloid, mitragynine, was shown to be a time-dependent inhibitor of hepatic and intestinal cytochrome P450 3A activity. A mechanistic static model predicted mitragynine to increase systemic exposure to the probe drug substrate midazolam by 5.7-fold, necessitating further evaluation via dynamic models and clinical assessment to advance understanding of consumer safety associated with kratom use.
Introduction

Kratom [Mitragyna speciosa (Korth.) Havil.] is a tropical tree belonging to the coffee family (Rubiaceae) indigenous to Southeast Asia (National Institute on Drug Abuse, 2019). Kratom leaves are reported to elicit both stimulant and relaxant/analgesic properties (Chien et al., 2017). Historically, agricultural laborers in Thailand and Malaysia chewed the leaves to increase stamina (Cinosi et al., 2015). Consuming kratom leaves in higher quantities also has been shown to elicit opioid-like effects. Based on these latter effects, Malaysian authorities deemed kratom to have addiction potential, prohibiting kratom use in that country (Khalil et al., 2020). The legal status of kratom varies in other countries depending on region, and in the US, by state, city, and county (Veltri and Grundmann, 2019). Accordingly, sales in the US and several European countries continue to flourish (Henningfield et al., 2018). Despite increasing sales, the pharmacological effects, safety, and addiction potential of kratom remain understudied.

The opioid-like effects of kratom are attributed to indole alkaloids contained in the leaves (Kruegel et al., 2016). Mitragynine, typically the most abundant (up to 66% of total alkaloid content), and 7-hydroxymitragynine are the most extensively studied (Hassan et al., 2013). Both alkaloids have been shown to bind to multiple opioid receptors, of which the potencies and functional activities vary with in vitro system and in vivo animal model (Kruegel and Grundmann, 2018). Based on these biological effects, kratom leaves are promoted for self-management of opioid withdrawal symptoms and pain (Throckmorton et al., 2018; Williams and Nikitin, 2020). In 2016, the US Drug Enforcement Administration’s (DEA) intent to classify mitragynine and 7-hydroxymitragynine as schedule I controlled substances was later withdrawn due to public outcry about these purported medicinal benefits (U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency, 2016).

Although kratom may have medicinal value, calls to US poison centers involving kratom exposures increased annually from 2011-2017 (13 to 682), one-third of which reported use with drugs of abuse, including several opioids and benzodiazepines (Post et al., 2019).
autopsy of 14 out of 15 overdose deaths in Colorado associated with kratom use tested positive for these and other drugs (Table 1) (Gershman et al., 2019). According to a Centers for Disease Control and Prevention report (Olsen et al., 2019), 152 overdose deaths from July 2016 to December 2017 tested positive for mitragynine. However, only seven decedents tested negative for the presence of concomitant drugs upon post-mortem toxicology reports. Although these deaths could have been caused by kratom or the known (or unknown) concomitant drug(s), the collective evidence suggests that these deaths might have involved kratom-drug interactions, which may be pharmacodynamic and/or pharmacokinetic in nature.

As with drug-drug interactions, common mechanisms underlying natural product-drug interactions include inhibition of drug metabolizing enzymes, particularly the cytochromes P450 (CYPs), by precipitant (“perpetrator”) constituents in natural products (Johnson et al., 2018; Paine et al., 2018). Kratom extracts, when tested using recombinant enzymes with fluorometric or luminogenic CYP probe substrates, inhibited CYP2D6, CYP3A, and CYP1A2 activity (IC\(_{50}\) = 0.64-3.6 µg/mL, 0.78-140 µg/mL, and 39 µg/mL, respectively) (Kong et al., 2011; Hanapi et al., 2013). Mitragynine similarly showed the strongest inhibition towards CYP2D6 activity (IC\(_{50}\) = 2.2 µM) in human liver microsomes (HLMs) relative to other CYPs, including CYP2C19, CYP3A, and CYP2C8 (IC\(_{50}\) = 10.5-33.5 µM). Modest to no inhibitory effects were observed with other tested CYPs, including CYP1A2 and CYP2C9 (IC\(_{50}\) > 45 µM) (Kamble et al., 2020).

Using an \textit{in vitro to in vivo} extrapolation (IVIVE) approach, mitragynine was predicted to precipitate clinical pharmacokinetic interactions with drugs cleared only by CYP2D6 (AUC ratio, 1.2-12) (Kamble et al., 2020). However, this observation does not explain the toxic concentrations of the antipsychotic and CYP3A substrate quetiapine detected in the post-mortem blood evaluation of a young man who tested positive for mitragynine and who was believed not to have ingested excessive quantities of quetiapine based on pill count (Hughes, 2019). Because quetiapine undergoes extensive first-pass metabolism in at least the liver (Gjestad et al., 2017), these toxic concentrations could have involved time-dependent inhibition.
(TDI) of CYP3A. Such inhibition produces an altered enzyme state that persists longer than that with reversible inhibition, leading to a clinically significant drug interaction.

The objective of this work was to reassess the pharmacokinetic drug interaction potential of kratom using mitragynine as a marker constituent and an IVIVE approach that included both reversible and TDI of select CYPs in the liver and intestine (Figure 1). The aims were to 1) screen kratom extracts and mitragynine as inhibitors of major CYPs collectively responsible for the metabolism of ~70% of the top 200 most prescribed drugs (CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A) (Saravanakumar et al., 2019); 2) evaluate mitragynine as a potential time-dependent inhibitor of select enzymes based on pre-defined cut-offs; 3) determine the inhibition kinetics (reversible, time-dependent) for mitragynine towards select CYPs based on pre-defined cut-offs; and 4) predict the magnitude of change in the systemic exposure to select object drugs using mechanistic static models. Results provide critical mechanistic data to inform the need for further in vivo evaluation of risks associated with kratom consumption with drugs metabolized by CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A.
Materials and Methods

Materials and chemicals. Dextromethorphan, dextrorphan, diclofenac, and 4′-hydroxydiclofenac were purchased from Toronto Research Chemicals Inc. (Toronto, Canada). Midazolam, 1′-hydroxymidazolam, sulfaphenazole, and NADPH were purchased from Cayman Chemical (Ann Arbor, MI). Alprazolam, ketoconazole, and quinidine were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). HLMs (H0604, mixed gender, pool of 15, lot no. 1010191) and HIMs (H0610.I, mixed gender, pool of 10, lot no. 1610314) were purchased from XenoTech, LLC (Kansas City, KS). Potassium phosphate buffer salts were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). All other chemicals and reagents were analytical grade.

Screening of kratom extracts and mitragynine as inhibitors of CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activity. Methanolic extracts were prepared from three commercially available kratom products (coded K-50, K-51, and K-52) as described (Flores-Bocanegra et al., 2020; Todd et al., in revision). The extracts and mitragynine were tested as inhibitors of CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activities using a cocktail approach (McDonald et al., 2015; McDonald et al., 2020) with modifications. In brief, a kratom extract (2, 10, 20 µg/mL) or mitragynine (1, 10, 100 µM) was incubated at 37°C in 96-well plates with HLMs or HIMs (0.05 mg/mL) and the probe substrates diclofenac (CYP2C9, 4 µM), dextromethorphan (CYP2D6, 4 µM), and midazolam (CYP3A, 2 µM) in potassium phosphate buffer (0.1 M, pH 7.4); the final organic (methanol) concentration (v/v) and incubation volume was <0.8% and 400 µL, respectively. After 5 min of equilibration, reactions were initiated by adding NADPH (final concentration, 1 mM). After 2 min (CYP3A activity in HLMs) or 10 min (CYP2C9 and CYP2D6 activity in HLMs, CYP3A activity in HIMs), reactions were terminated with two volumes of ice-cold methanol containing internal standard (alprazolam, 100 nM). Metabolite formation was linear with respect to time for all experiments (data not shown). The quenched mixtures were centrifuged at 2270 x g for 10 min, and the supernatants were subjected to UPLC-MS/MS analysis for quantification of 4′-hydroxydiclofenac, dextrophan, and 1′-hydroxymidazolam (described below).
**IC$_{50}$ shift determination for CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activities.** Mitragynine (final concentration, 0.015-100 µM) was incubated at 37°C in 96-well plates with HLMs or HIMs (0.05 mg/mL) in the presence or absence of 1 mM NADPH in potassium phosphate buffer; the final methanol concentration and incubation volume was <0.8% and 250 µL, respectively. After 30 min, 196 µL of the primary incubation mixture were transferred to a clean 96-well plate containing 2 µL of concentrated probe substrates (final concentration: diclofenac, 4 µM; dextromethorphan, 4 µM; midazolam, 2 µM) plus 2 µL of potassium phosphate buffer (100 mM) or NADPH (final concentration, 1 mM). After 2 min (CYP3A activity in HLMs) or 10 min (CYP2C9 and CYP2D6 activity in HLMs, CYP3A activity in HIMs), the secondary reaction was terminated and processed for analysis by UPLC-MS/MS in the same manner as described for the initial screen. IC$_{50}$ values were recovered as described (Gufford et al., 2014; Tian et al., 2018) via nonlinear least squares regression using Phoenix® (v8.2, Certara, Princeton, NJ).

**$K_i$ determination towards CYP2D6 activity.** Mitragynine (final concentration, 0.12-10 µM) was incubated at 37°C in 96-well plates with HLMs (0.05 mg/mL), dextromethorphan (final concentration, 1.85-50 µM), and potassium phosphate buffer; the final methanol concentration and incubation volume was <0.5% and 250 µL, respectively. After 5 min of equilibration, reactions were initiated by adding NADPH (final concentration, 1 mM). After 10 min, reactions were terminated and processed for analysis by UPLC-MS/MS for dextrorphan in the same manner as described for the initial screen. $K_i$ values were determined by fitting appropriate models (competitive inhibition, uncompetitive inhibition, mixed inhibition) as described (Gufford et al., 2015; Tian et al., 2018) via nonlinear least squares regression using Phoenix®.

**$K_i$ and $k_{inact}$ determination towards CYP3A activity.** Non-dilution approach. Mitragynine (final concentration, 0.56-30 µM) was incubated at 37°C in 96-well plates with HLMs or HIMs (0.05 mg/mL) in the presence of 1 mM NADPH in potassium phosphate buffer; the final methanol concentration and incubation volume was <0.5% and 1100 µL, respectively. After 0, 2, 5, 10, and 20 min, 196 µL of the primary incubation mixture were transferred to a clean 96-well plate...
containing 2 µL of the concentrated probe substrate (final concentration, 20 µM) plus 2 µL of potassium phosphate buffer or NADPH (final concentration, 1 mM). After 5 min, the secondary incubation was terminated and processed for analysis by UPLC-MS/MS for 1'-hydroxymidazolam in the same manner as described for the initial screen. **Dilution approach.**

Mitragynine (final concentration, 3-60 µM) was incubated at 37°C in 96-well plates with HLMs (0.5 mg/mL) in the presence of 1 mM NADPH in potassium phosphate buffer; the final methanol concentration and incubation volume was <0.5% and 200 µL, respectively. After 0, 5, and 20 min, 20 µL of the primary incubation mixture were transferred to a clean 96-well plate containing 380 µL of midazolam (final concentration, 10 µM) and NADPH (final concentration, 1 mM) in potassium phosphate buffer. After 5 min, the secondary incubation was terminated and processed as described for the non-dilution approach. $K_I$ and $k_{inact}$ were recovered as described (Ainslie et al., 2014) via nonlinear least-squares regression using Phoenix®.

**UPLC-MS/MS analysis for 4'-hydroxydiclofenac, dextorphan, and 1'-hydroxymidazolam.**

A Shimadzu Nexera X2 UPLC (Shimadzu Corporation, Tokyo, Japan) interfaced with the QTRAP system (AB Sciex, Framingham, MA), operating in positive electrospray ionization mode, was used to quantify all metabolites. Chromatographic separation was achieved using a reverse-phase column (Acquity C$_{18}$ column, 3 µm, 50 X 2.1 mm, Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA) with a guard column, heated to 40°C, and a binary gradient consisting of 0.1% formic acid in water (A) and 0.1% formic acid in methanol (B). The following gradient was applied: 0-0.4 min, 10% B; 0.4-1.0 min, 10-95% B; 1.0-2.0 min, 95% B; 2.0-2.1 min, 95-10% B; and 2.1-3.0 min, 10% B. The following mass transitions were monitored: m/z 312.0 $\rightarrow$ 231.0 (4'-hydroxydiclofenac), m/z 258.2 $\rightarrow$ 157.2 (dextorphan), m/z 342.0 $\rightarrow$ 324.0 (1'-hydroxymidazolam), and m/z 309.1 $\rightarrow$ 281.0 (alprazolam). All metabolite concentrations were quantified using MultiQuant software (version 2.1.1; AB Sciex) by interpolation from matrix matched calibration curves (1.37-1000 nM) prepared using standards. The accuracy of all the
calibration standards and quality controls were within 100 ± 20% at the low limit of quantification (LLOQ) or 100 ± 15% at levels above the LLOQ.

**In vitro to in vivo predictions.** The in vivo kratom-drug interaction risk was predicted using mitragynine as a marker constituent and the following mechanistic static model (Food and Drug Administration Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, 2020):

\[
\text{AUCR} = \frac{1}{[A_g \times B_g] \times (1-F_g) + F_g} \times \frac{1}{[A_h \times B_h] \times f_m \times (1-f_m)}
\] (1)

where AUCR denotes the ratio of the area under the plasma versus concentration time curve (AUC) for the object drug in the presence to absence of inhibitor (mitragynine). \(A_g\) (eq. 2) and \(B_g\) (eq. 3) represent the effects of reversible inhibition and time-dependent inhibition in the gut, respectively; \(A_h\) (eq. 4) and \(B_h\) (eq. 5) represent the effects of reversible inhibition and time-dependent inhibition in the liver, respectively. \(F_g\) is the fraction of the object drug escaping metabolism in the gut, and \(f_m\) is the fraction of the object drug metabolized by the affected pathway. \(F_g\) and \(f_m\) for midazolam were set at 0.51 and 0.93, respectively (Ramsden et al., 2019); \(f_m\) for dextromethorphan was set at 0.95 (Parmentier et al., 2019).

\[
A_g = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{[I]}{K_{I,u}}} \tag{2}
\]

\[
B_g = \frac{k_{\text{deg},g}}{k_{\text{deg},g} + \frac{[I]_g \times K_{\text{inact}}}{[I]_g + K_{I,u}}} \tag{3}
\]

\[
A_h = \frac{1}{1 + \frac{[I]}{K_{I,u}}} \tag{4}
\]

\[
B_h = \frac{k_{\text{deg},h}}{k_{\text{deg},h} + \frac{[I]_h \times K_{\text{inact}}}{[I]_h + K_{I,u}}} \tag{5}
\]
\( k_{\text{inact}}, K_{i,u}, \) and \( K_{I,u} \) represent the maximum rate of inactivation, unbound reversible inhibition constant, and TDI constant, respectively. \( K_i \) and \( K_I \) were corrected for microsomal binding (\( f_{u,mic} \), 0.96) generated in silico (GastroPlus™, Simulations Plus Inc., Lancaster, CA, USA). \( k_{\text{deg}} \) is the degradation rate constant for the affected CYP in the liver and gut. \( k_{\text{deg}} \) for CYP3A in the liver and gut were set at 0.00032 and 0.00048 min\(^{-1}\), respectively (Fahmi et al., 2009). \([I]_g\) (eq. 6) and \([I]_h\) (eq. 7) represent the concentration of inhibitor in enterocytes and unbound inhibitor concentration in the portal vein, respectively.

\[
[I]_g = \frac{\text{Dose} \times k_a \times F_a}{Q_{en}}
\]  
(6)

\[
[I]_h = f_{u,p} \times \left( C_{\text{max}} + \frac{\text{Dose} \times k_a \times F_a}{Q_h \times R_b} \right)
\]  
(7)

where \( f_{u,p} \) is the fraction unbound for inhibitor in human plasma; that for mitragynine was set at 0.02 (Obeng et al., 2019). Hepatic blood flow \( (Q_h) \) and enterocyte blood flow \( (Q_{en}) \) were set at 97 and 18 L/hr/70 kg, respectively. The first-order absorption rate \( (k_a) \) was assumed to be 0.1 min\(^{-1}\). The human blood-to-plasma ratio \( (R_b) \) and fraction absorbed into enterocytes \( (F_a) \) were assumed to be 1. Based on results with midazolam, kratom-drug interactions involving other CYP3A substrates were predicted to assess the AUCR associated with CYP3A TDI by mitragynine. Test object drugs were selected that encompassed a wide range of \( F_g \) and \( f_m \) values (Table 3).
Results

Kratom extracts and mitragynine differentially inhibited CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activity. All three methanolic kratom extracts and mitragynine inhibited CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activities in HLMs in a concentration-dependent manner (Supplemental data, Figure 1). The extracts inhibited a given CYP by similar extents and were the most potent towards CYP2D6. The extracts at the lowest tested concentration (2 μg/mL) inhibited CYP2D6, CYP2C9, and CYP3A by 44-64%, 24-29%, and 15-23%, respectively. Mitragynine at the lowest tested concentration (1 μM) inhibited these enzymes by 57%, 21%, and 26%, respectively. The three kratom extracts and mitragynine inhibited CYP3A activity in HIMs in a concentration-dependent manner (Supplemental data, Figure 1), and the extent of inhibition was relatively higher in HIMs compared to HLMs at the higher tested concentrations. Kratom extracts and mitragynine at the lowest tested concentration inhibited CYP3A activity in HIMs by 24-25% and ~9%.

IC$_{50}$ shift experiments suggested mitragynine is a time-dependent inhibitor of CYP3A but not of CYP2C9 or CYP2D6 activity. Compared to the absence of NADPH during the 30 min pre-incubation of mitragynine with HLMs, the presence of NADPH during pre-incubation caused no leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ towards CYP2C9 and CYP2D6 activities (Table 2). In contrast, the presence of NADPH during pre-incubation of mitragynine with HLMs or HIMs caused an ~7-fold leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ towards CYP3A activity (Table 2).

Mitragynine is a potent reversible inhibitor of CYP2D6 activity. The IC$_{50}$ shift experiment showed mitragynine was a strong reversible inhibitor of CYP2D6 activity. A Lineweaver-Burk plot (reciprocal of the velocities versus reciprocal of the substrate concentrations) indicated a competitive mode of inhibition (Supplemental data, Figure 2). A Dixon plot (reciprocal of velocities versus inhibitor concentrations) was constructed to obtain an initial estimate of $K_i$ (~1.2 μM) for nonlinear least-squares regression analysis. A competitive inhibition model best described the data, with a $K_i$ of 1.17 ± 0.15 μM (Figure 3).
Mitragynine is a time-dependent inhibitor of hepatic and intestinal CYP3A activity. Both the non-dilution and dilution approach confirmed mitragynine to be a time-dependent inhibitor of CYP3A activity in HLMs and HIMs. Using data from the non-dilution approach, a Kitz-Wilson plot (reciprocal of $k_{obs}$ versus the reciprocal of the inhibitor concentration) was constructed to obtain an initial estimate of $K_i$ (5 µM) and $k_{inact}$ (0.06 min$^{-1}$). Nonlinear least-squares regression analysis of the $k_{obs}$ versus inhibitor concentration data produced a $K_i$ and $k_{inact}$ for HLMs of 4.1 µM and 0.068 min$^{-1}$, respectively; corresponding parameters for HIMs were 4.2 µM and 0.079 min$^{-1}$, respectively. Corresponding parameters for HLMs using the dilution approach were 13.5 µM and 0.064 min$^{-1}$, respectively (Figure 4).

A mechanistic static model predicted mitragynine to precipitate a clinical pharmacokinetic interaction with midazolam and other CYP3A substrates but not dextromethorphan. The AUCR for dextromethorphan and midazolam when co-consumed with kratom for predominantly stimulant effects/lower dose range (1-5 g), intermediate dose range (5-8 g), and predominantly opioid-like effects/higher dose range (>8 g) (Kruegel and Grundmann, 2018) was predicted using the average content of mitragynine contained in products K-50, K-51, and K-52 (10.32 mg/g) (Todd et al., in revision). With a single 2, 5, and 8 g kratom dose, the AUCR for dextromethorphan using the $K_{i,u}$ value from incubations with HLMs was 1.06, 1.14, and 1.23, respectively (Figure 6). The predicted AUCR for midazolam using $K_{i,u}$ and $k_{inact}$ values from the non-dilution incubations with HLMs and HIMs incubations was 5.69, 9.50, and 12.08, respectively. Based on the FDA-recommended cut-off (1.25) (Food and Drug Administration Center for Drug Evaluation and Research, 2020), kratom was predicted to precipitate a clinical interaction with midazolam, but not dextromethorphan. Based on results with midazolam and the single 2-g dose of kratom, additional CYP3A substrates were tested that encompassed a wide range of $F_g$ and $f_m$ values. Predicted AUCRs ranged from ~1.6-14 (Table 3).
Discussion

Widespread kratom use for self-treating opioid withdrawal symptoms and pain has raised concerns among US federal regulators, including the DEA and the FDA, regarding the safety of kratom, especially when combined with other drugs (U.S. Food & Drug Administration, 2018). The deaths associated with kratom have been hypothesized to be due to potential kratom-drug interactions (Hughes, 2019; Veltri and Grundmann, 2019). Kratom extracts and several isolated alkaloids have been reported to inhibit CYP activity \textit{in vitro}, but these observations were deemed clinically irrelevant unless very high kratom doses are consumed with CYP2D6 substrates (Hanapi et al., 2010; Kong et al., 2011; Kamble et al., 2020). However, none of these studies comprehensively investigated additional mechanisms of CYP inhibition nor considered the intestine, which serves as the first site for a potential drug interaction for orally consumed xenobiotics. The objective of this work was to reassess the inhibitory potential of kratom and the marker constituent mitragynine towards hepatic CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A and intestinal CYP3A using a systematic tiered approach that considered both reversible and time-dependent inhibition (Houston and Galetin, 2010; Pearson and Wienkers, 2019). Results enabled a more robust quantitative prediction of potential pharmacokinetic kratom-drug interactions.

Consistent with previous reports (Hanapi et al., 2010; Kong et al., 2011), all three methanolic kratom extracts strongly inhibited CYP2D6 and modestly inhibited CYP3A and CYP2C9 in HLMs in a concentration-dependent manner (Supplemental data, Figure 1). Likewise, all extracts showed concentration-dependent inhibition of CYP3A in HIMs, with relatively stronger effects compared to HLMs (24-87% versus 18-66% inhibition). The extents of inhibition towards all CYPs were similar amongst the three extracts, indicating minimal inter-product variability with respect to CYP inhibition-mediated interaction potential. Mitragynine exhibited similar trends with HLMs, showing the most potent inhibition against CYP2D6, followed by CYP3A and CYP2C9. The effects of mitragynine on CYP3A were similar between
HLMs and HIMs. Because mitragynine inhibited the three enzymes by >50% at the highest concentration tested, mitragynine was advanced to the next tier of testing as a potential time-dependent inhibitor of each CYP (Figure 1).

Consistent with previous screening data (Kamble et al., 2020), mitragynine was a modest inhibitor of CYP2C9 (IC$_{50}$ ~40 μM). This observation, combined with the lack of a leftward shift in the IC$_{50}$ upon pre-incubation of mitragynine with HLMs in the presence and absence of NADPH (Figure 2), indicated mitragynine to be a modest, reversible inhibitor of CYP2C9 with minimal interaction risk. As with CYP2C9, mitragynine caused no leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ against CYP2D6 (Figure 2). However, the IC$_{50}$ (~1 μM), suggested mitragynine could be a clinically relevant reversible CYP2D6 inhibitor. As such, mitragynine was advanced to the next tier of testing, which was to determine the kinetics and mode of inhibition (Figure 1). Confirming a previous report (Kamble et al., 2020), mitragynine was a strong competitive inhibitor of CYP2D6 ($K_i$ ~1 μM, Figure 4). Using the average content of mitragynine in a 1-gram dose of kratom (10.32 mg) (Todd et al., in revision) and assuming a linear relationship between the dose and $C_{max}$ of mitragynine, the mechanistic static model predicted an interaction risk (AUCR >1.25) with CYP2D6 substrates only at kratom doses exceeding ~9 g (Figure 6). The high extent of binding of mitragynine to plasma proteins ($f_{up}$, 0.02) (Obeng et al., 2019) may have contributed to the low interaction risk.

Mitragynine upon pre-incubation with HLMs or HIMs in the presence and absence of NADPH caused an approximately 7-fold leftward shift in IC$_{50}$ against CYP3A activity (~20 to 3 μM, Figure 2). Because the fold-shift exceeded 1.5, mitragynine was advanced to the next tier of testing to evaluate as a time-dependent inhibitor. Using the non-dilution approach, the inactivation efficiency ($k_{inact}/K_i$) of mitragynine with both HLMs and HIMs (~17 mL/min/μmol) ranged between $k_{inact}/K_i$ for the clinically relevant time-dependent inhibitors diltiazem (2.7 mL/min/μmol) and verapamil (24 mL/min/μmol) (Obach et al., 2007). Because these observations do not necessarily indicate clinical relevance, a mechanistic static model that
considered TDI in both the liver and intestine was used to predict the magnitude of potential CYP3A-mediated kratom-drug interactions. Unlike for CYP2D6, even a low dose of kratom (2 g) was predicted to precipitate a CYP3A-mediated interaction (AUCR, ~5.7). A previous report, which did not consider mitragynine as a time-dependent inhibitor nor the intestine, deemed mitragynine a reversible competitive CYP3A inhibitor and predicted no interaction risk (Hanapi et al., 2013).

The time- and concentration-dependent inhibitory effects of mitragynine against CYP3A using the dilution approach confirmed non-reversibility of the observed TDI (Grimm et al., 2009; Chan et al., 2011; Parkinson et al., 2011). The lower $k_{\text{inact}}/K_i$ (4.7 mL/min/µmol) relative to that obtained from the non-dilution approach was due to an approximately three-fold higher $K_i$. This discrepancy could be due to partial reversal of inhibition or decreased availability of mitragynine in the primary incubation, which contained a ten-fold higher microsomal protein concentration, leading to increased microsomal binding and/or depletion rate of mitragynine. Regardless, the interaction risk remained with a single 2-g kratom dose (AUCR, 3.1).

We speculate that mitragynine undergoes bioactivation in the microsomal incubations to form reactive species causing TDI (Figure 5). The quinolizidine moiety on mitragynine is known to undergo oxidative dehydrogenation (Kamble et al., 2019; Basiliere and Kerrigan, 2020), which could form an imine intermediate and inactivate CYP3A by covalently binding to (a) nucleophilic residue(s) on the enzyme (Li et al., 2014). Dehydrogenation of mitragynine could also generate a highly electrophilic, 3-methylindolenine-like species as proposed for several 3-alkylinole-containing compounds, including 3-methylindole, zafirlukast, and SPD-304 (Sun and Yost, 2008; Li et al., 2014). Bioactivation of the indoloquinazoline alkaloids evodiamine and rutaecarpine to inactivate CYP3A4 was proposed to occur via the 3-methylindolenine intermediate (Wen et al., 2014). Another mechanism could involve bioactivation of mitragynine through formation of a $p$-quinone intermediate via sequential oxidative $O$-demethylation, aromatic hydroxylation, and dehydrogenation of the indoloquinolizidine moiety; however, this
mechanism requires three discrete oxidation steps. Alternatively, a two-step mechanism involving aromatic hydroxylation and oxidative dehydrogenation could include formation of a reactive α-quinoneimine (Figure 5). Nucleophilic residues on the apoprotein can form covalent adducts with such intermediates, inactivating the enzyme. Additional biochemical experiments are needed to ascertain the exact mechanism of CYP3A TDI by mitragynine.

Regardless of the mechanism, TDI of CYP3A in the liver and/or intestine could explain the attainment of toxic concentrations of the CYP3A substrate quetiapine described in a case report of a kratom-related death in which quetiapine overdose was not suspected (Hughes, 2019). The AUCR for quetiapine, which undergoes extensive first-pass metabolism in the liver, was predicted to be ~2.5-fold when taken with 2-g dose of kratom (Table 3), supporting the hypothesis that the kratom-related death could be due to TDI of CYP3A. Based on results with midazolam and quetiapine, the interaction risk for other CYP3A substrates was predicted using the same dose of kratom. All AUCR predictions ranged from ~1.6 (zolpidem) to 14 (buspirone), warranting further evaluation to de-risk these potential pharmacokinetic interactions.

The interaction risk for kratom is expected to be higher at higher doses, particularly given that $K_i$ and $K_I$ of mitragynine towards CYP2D6 and CYP3A were within concentrations reported for autopsy blood samples from kratom-related deaths (1-13 vs. 0.04-12 μM). Although mitragynine has been reported to bind extensively to plasma proteins ($f_{u,p}$, 0.02-0.15) (Kong et al., 2017; Obeng et al., 2019), the partitioning of mitragynine from blood into the liver, as well as whether uptake transporters influence intracellular mitragynine concentrations, is not known. The majority of these decedents (14 of 15) tested positive for opioids and/or benzodiazepines, several of which are metabolized by CYP2D6 and CYP3A (Table 1), further supporting kratom as a potential precipitant of adverse pharmacokinetic drug interactions. Notably, risk of kratom-opioid interactions could be on a rise parallel to the ‘third wave’ of the opioid epidemic dominated by fentanyl and other illicitly manufactured fentanyl analogues (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2018). In fact, fentanyl and its analogues, which are mainly metabolized
by CYP3A, were listed as causing unintentional overdose deaths in approximately 65% (99 of 152) of kratom positive decedents (Olsen et al., 2019).

There are limitations to the current work. First, only mitragynine was tested as a candidate CYP inhibitor. The concentration of mitragynine in the kratom extracts at 20 μg/mL was approximately 1.2 μM. Compared to purified mitragynine at 1 μM, the extracts showed stronger inhibition against the three enzymes tested (Supplemental data, Figure 1). Other alkaloids, including paynantheine and speciogynine, which combined represent ~15% of total alkaloid content, may contribute to potential kratom-drug interactions. Second, the mechanism of CYP3A TDI by mitragynine remains unknown and is needed to confidently estimate the severity of a potential interaction. Studies are underway to identify the mechanism(s). Third, secondary glucuronide and sulfate conjugates of mitragynine have been reported in human urine upon kratom consumption (Philipp et al., 2009). Such phase II metabolism could compete with the formation of reactive intermediates responsible for CYP3A TDI, reducing interaction risk. Whole cell systems, including hepatocytes and enterocytes, could be used to test this hypothesis. Fourth, mechanistic static models, which are useful for early decision-making such as in the current work, were used to predict interaction risk. Once robust human mitragynine pharmacokinetic data are obtained, a dynamic (i.e., physiologically-based pharmacokinetic) interaction model will be developed to predict the time course, gain additional mechanistic insight, and extrapolate to other CYP2D6 and CYP3A sensitive object drugs.

In summary, using a systematic tiered approach that considered both reversible and TDI and both the liver and intestine as sites of potential drug interactions, mitragynine was identified as a potent reversible inhibitor of CYP2D6 and a time-dependent inhibitor of CYP3A. Extrapolation of the current in vitro-in vivo predictions to real-world scenarios involving other drugs, as well as varied mitragynine content among different kratom products and kratom consumption patterns, can be realized through physiologically-based pharmacokinetic modeling and simulation and clinical assessment. Such definitive information will help address ongoing
concerns from regulatory authorities regarding the safety of kratom when co-consumed with drugs.
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Figure legends

Figure 1: Workflow for reevaluating cytochrome P450 (CYP)-mediated drug interaction risk associated with kratom use using mitragynine as the marker constituent. Inhibition of a CYP in a concentration-dependent manner and by at least 50% at the highest tested concentration indicates mitragynine-mediated inhibition. A leftward shift of ≥1.5-fold in IC$_{50}$ indicates potential time-dependent inhibition (TDI) (Grimm et al., 2009). An IC$_{50}$ value < 20 µM indicates potential clinical relevance of CYP inhibition, determined relative to the highest mitragynine concentration quantified from autopsy blood samples. AUCR, area under the plasma concentration vs. time curve in the presence to absence of inhibitor.

Figure 2: IC$_{50}$ curves for mitragynine after pre-incubation with HLMs using the index reactions diclofenac 4′-hydroxylation (CYP2C9) (A), dextromethorphan O-demethylation (CYP2D6) (B), and midazolam 1′-hydroxylation (CYP3A) (C) and with HIMs using midazolam 1′-hydroxylation (D), in the presence and absence of NADPH. Mitragynine was tested from 0.015-100 µM. Symbols and error bars denote means and standard deviations, respectively, of triplicate incubations. Curves denote nonlinear least-squares regression of the data.

Figure 3: Concentration-dependent Inhibition of CYP2D6-mediated dextromethorphan O-demethylation by mitragynine (0.37-10 µM) in HLMs. (A) Dixon and (B) Michaelis-Menten plots of the data. Symbols denote individual data points of duplicate incubations. Curves denote nonlinear least-squares regression of the data using the competitive inhibition model.

Figure 4: Concentration- and time-dependent Inhibition of CYP3A-mediated midazolam 1′-hydroxylation by mitragynine using a non-dilution (1.67-30 µM) method with HLMs (A) and HIMs (B) and a dilution method (3-60 µM) with HLMs (C). Upper panels show log-linear decline in CYP3A activity with time. Symbols denote individual data points of duplicate incubations. Lines denote linear regression of the initial mono-exponential decline. Lower panels show re-plots of the rate constants against inhibitor concentration. Curves denote nonlinear least-squares
regression of the data. Insets depict the Kitz-Wilson plot of the time-dependent inhibition observed for mitragynine.

**Figure 5:** Speculated bioactivation mechanisms for mitragynine causing time-dependent inhibition of CYP3A activity (midazolam 1'-hydroxylation).

**Figure 6:** Drug interaction risks predicted *via* mechanistic static models associated with kratom use for stimulant effects/lower dose range (1-5 g), intermediate dose range (5-8 g), and predominantly opioid-like effects/higher dose range (>8 g). An interaction risk (AUCR >1.25, dashed red line) *via* reversible inhibition of CYP2D6 (dextromethorphan O-demethylation activity) (A) and reversible (from previous reports, dashed black line) and time-dependent (from current work, solid black line) inhibition of CYP3A (midazolam 1'-hydroxylation activity) (B).
Table 1. Major enzymes involved in the metabolism of opioids and/or other drugs detected in post-mortem blood samples obtained from kratom-related death cases in Colorado (Gershman et al., 2019).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case no.</th>
<th>Blood mitragynine concentration (μM)</th>
<th>Other drugs</th>
<th>Major enzyme(s)</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Positive a</td>
<td>Butyryl-fentanyl, oxycodone, etizolam, diphenhydramine, THC</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Lalovic et al., 2004; Niwa et al., 2005; Kanamori et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Oxycodone, fluoxetine, pseudoephedrine</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Lalovic et al., 2004; Llerena et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>Etizolam, 5-MeO-AMT</td>
<td>CYP3A</td>
<td>(Niwa et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>Morphine, Codeine</td>
<td>UGT2B7, CYP3A, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Crews et al., 2014)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>Oxycodone, tramadol, topiramate, diphenhydramine, zolpidem</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Pichard et al., 1995; Miotto et al., 2017; Yamamoto et al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>Citalopram</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2C19, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(von Moltke et al., 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>Furanyl-fentanyl</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>Temazepam, olanzapine, sertraline, clonazepam</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, UGT2B7</td>
<td>(Kobayashi et al., 1999; Urichuk et al., 2008; Tóth et al., 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>3,4-Dimethoxy-N-methylamphetamine</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>Etizolam, nordiazepam, mirtazapine</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6, CYP1A2</td>
<td>(Onof et al., 1996; Störmer et al., 2000; Niwa et al., 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>2,4,5-Trimethoxyamphetamine</td>
<td>CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Ewald and Maurer, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>Oxycodone</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6</td>
<td>(Lalovic et al., 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>Oxycodone, fentanyl, cocaine</td>
<td>CYP3A, CYP2D6, esterases</td>
<td>(Kamendulis et al., 1996; Guitton et al., 1997; Kanamori et al., 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>U-47700</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aQualitative detection

THC, Tetrahydrocannabinol; 5-MeO-AMT, 5-methoxy-α-methyltryptamine; U-47700, synthetic opioid; NA, information not available
Table 2. IC₅₀ for mitragynine against CYP2C9, CYP2D6, and CYP3A activity with and without NADPH, post 30 min pre-incubation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>IC₅₀ (µM)</th>
<th>Fold shift</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(-)-NADPH</td>
<td>(+)-NADPH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP2C9</td>
<td>39.7 ± 4.7</td>
<td>40.0 ± 3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP2D6</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.05</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP3A (HLMs)</td>
<td>18.9 ± 1.8</td>
<td>2.6 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CYP3A (HIMs)</td>
<td>21.9 ± 2.7</td>
<td>3.2 ± 0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Values represent the mean ± S.E. of the estimates obtained via nonlinear least-squares regression.
Table 3. Prediction of CYP3A-mediated kratom-drug interactions via a mechanistic static model.

The object drugs were selected to encompass a wide range of $F_g$ and $f_m$ values with minimal influence of transporters.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Victim Drug</th>
<th>Therapeutic drug class</th>
<th>$F_g$ (Galetin et al., 2008)</th>
<th>$f_m$ (Shou et al., 2008)</th>
<th>AUCR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alfentanil</td>
<td>Opioid, analgesic</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>4.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alprazolam</td>
<td>Anxiolytic</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>2.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Buspirone</td>
<td>Anxiolytic</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>14.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyclosporine</td>
<td>Immunosuppressant</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felodipine</td>
<td>Antianginal</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.81$^b$</td>
<td>5.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nifedipine</td>
<td>Antianginal</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quetiapine</td>
<td>Antipsychotic</td>
<td>0.99$^a$</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quinidine</td>
<td>Antiarrhythmic</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trazodone</td>
<td>Antidepressant</td>
<td>0.83</td>
<td>0.35$^c$</td>
<td>1.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trazolam</td>
<td>Hypnotic</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>3.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zolpidem</td>
<td>Hypnotic</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>1.55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$(Mano et al., 2015)

$^b$(Yadav et al., 2018)

$^c$(Mao et al., 2011)

$f_m$, fraction of the object drug cleared by CYP3A; $F_g$, fraction of the object drug escaping CYP3A-mediated metabolism in the gut; AUCR, ratio of area under the plasma concentration-time curve in presence to absence of inhibitor.
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